As Seen At
The 2018
PrepperCon Show!

BUILT INTO
THE HOME
SHELTERS

INSTALLS UNDER
THE KITCHEN

The Nado Series are not just bomb shelters anymore!
WineNado installs underneath the kitchen island pre- concrete
slab. You will need to plan this bunker into your project but
WineNado is one of the coolest shelters on the market. The fact
that the shelter is hidden underneath the kitchen counter will
bring jaw-dropping wows from your friends when you show them
the hidden entrance to your new favorite room. The shelter can be
ordered with or without an NBC Air Filtration System depending
on whether you want it to be a wine cellar only or a wine cellar
with NBC capabilities as well as protection from tornadoes or
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BOMB SHELTER

TORNADO SHELTER

FALLOUT SHELTER

OPTIONAL GUN VAULT DOOR

SHELTER SHOWN AS GUN ROOM

hurricanes. WineNado does not come with a hatch at the ground
level but if you decide to install it in the backyard, you can add a
hatch at an additional cost. WineNado is made of 1/4” steel plate
and structurally supported with 6” C channels. WineNado is buried
exactly 36” below the finished concrete slab. In high water tables,
you will need to backfill with concrete to to create ballast so there
is no threat of the shelter having lift. Depending on where you live
in the USA, you will need your engineer to approve the design and
stamp the drawings.

GUN STORAGE

WINE CELLAR

WE OFFER 100%
FINANCING TO
QUALIFIED BUYERS!

DOOR OPENS TO
REVEAL STAIRCASE

STARTING AS LOW AS

$24,999

ENTRANCE HIDDEN
UNDER KITCHEN ISLAND

TOP COUNTER
SLIDES OPEN

AIR PIPES WILL
BE HIDDEN
IN KITCHEN
COUNTERS

36 INCHES
DOWN

7 FOOT
CEILINGS

EASY ACCESS
STAIRCASE

AIR TIGHT DOOR TO
CONTROL CLIMATE

SHELTER SHOWN AS
WINE CELLAR

NBC AIR FILTRATION
SYSTEM

8’ x 20’

8’ x 16’

8’ x 12’

8’ x 10’

8’ x 8’

$41,999

$37,999

$30,999

$26,999

$24,999

DO YOU NEED CUSTOMIZATIONS?
Although BombNado comes in 5 standard sizes, the shelter is highly customizable and it offers a number of upgrades to suit
every need and situation. If you have specific needs or limitations, please don’t hesitate to contact us. We are tornado shelter
specialists and we can offer custom engineered solutions for customers with specific needs or requests.
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BOMBNADO WINE CELLAR
INSTALLS UNDER
THE CLOSET

FAMILY PROTECTION

BombNado is designed for new home construction, which
also allows for the secret hatch to be placed in the master
bedroom closet, or hidden behind a false wall. The BombNado
disaster shelter features an NBC Air Filtration System (Nuclear,
Biological, Chemical), plus hundreds of cubic feet of storage
beneath the laminated oak flooring. The collapsible bunk beds &
couch also convert into an additional bed! The shelter’s sturdy
steel engineering is strong enough that you can even park a car
on top of the 4’ x 4’ hatch installed flush with the floor. The shelter
includes a custom fabricated ladder entry, an 8-ton hydraulic
hatch-lift for emergency egress, and an impressive list of other
customized options. All shelters in the Nado Series are priced
without the beds, couch and toilet. This is done this way for those
who wish to use the shelter for a wine cellar, gun room, panic
room, or just for storage. Because BombNado is buried 14 feet
below the surface, the average temperature in the shelter is 60°
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BOMB SHELTER

TORNADO SHELTER

FALLOUT SHELTER

which will make it the perfect climate controlled wine cellar or
gun room. Optional bed or couch $575 each. The BombNado is
built to FEMA P-361 standards and is an all-in-one fallout and
tornado shelter.

SAFE ROOM

GUN STORAGE

WINE CELLAR

WE OFFER 100%
FINANCING TO
QUALIFIED BUYERS!
HEAVY DUTY AR-500
BULLET-PROOF
STEEL HATCH

4” AIR INTAKE PIPES
REINFORCED
STEEL

NBC AIR FILTRATION
SYSTEM

GUN STORAGE

NON-SLIP
LADDER
COLLAPSIBLE
BUNKS

WINE
STORAGE

24”
STORAGE
SPACE

STARTING AS LOW AS

$18,999

8’ x 8’

8’ x 10’

8’ x 12’

8’ x 16’

8’ x 20’

$18,999

$19,999

$23,999

$32,999

$34,999

DO YOU NEED CUSTOMIZATIONS?
Although BombNado comes in 5 standard sizes, the shelter is highly customizable and it offers a number of upgrades to suit
every need and situation. If you have specific needs or limitations, please don’t hesitate to contact us. We are tornado shelter
specialists and we can offer custom engineered solutions for customers with specific needs or requests.
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STARTING AS LOW AS

$19,999
LID AVAILABLE IN
ALUMINUM OR
STEEL

GUTTER

HYDRAULIC
LIFTS

OPTIONAL STORAGE
SHOWN

LOCKABLE
HATCH

GarNado is the most versatile of all the Nado Series because
it’s the one shelter that strategically goes in the most desirable
locations that customers have available for installation. The
shelter’s primary location is to install under the driveway with
the hatch inside the garage door hidden from view. The second
primary location that it can be installed is in the backyard with
relative ease. GarNado is classified as water tight and will install
fine in high water table installations like in Florida.

floor storage at an additional cost.
Starting price of this shelter is $19,999 including the NBC Air
Filtration system, which officially makes it the least expensive
underground shelter in the world with a mud room entrance
and climate control capability! All shelters in the Nado Series are
priced without the beds, couch and toilet. This is done this way
for those who wish to use the shelter for a wine cellar, gun room,
GarNado has an interior door for climate control and a mud room panic room, or just for storage. Optional bed or couch $575 each.
with an optional decontamination shower. It is made of 1/4” steel
with structural 5” C channel, along with 1/2” x 4” flat bar for side Engineered and stamped drawings are available for all 50
wall structural support. GarNado has optional 24” or 36” under the states!
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BOMB SHELTER

TORNADO SHELTER

FALLOUT SHELTER

GUN STORAGE

WINE CELLAR

WE OFFER 100%
FINANCING TO
QUALIFIED BUYERS!
TAMPER-PROOF
4” AIR PIPES

NBC AIR FILTRATION
SYSTEM

7’ CEILINGS

FOLDABLE
BUNKS
WATER
BARREL

TOILET

GAS TIGHT
DOOR

DECONTAMINATION
SHOWER

EASY ACCESS
LADDER

8’
MUDROOM

1/4”
STEEL

8’ x 8’

8’ x 10’

8’ x 12’

8’ x 16’

8’ x 20’

$19,999

$21,999

$25,999

$32,999

$36,999

DO YOU NEED CUSTOMIZATIONS?
Although GarNado comes in 5 standard sizes, the shelter is highly customizable and it offers a number of upgrades to suit
every need and situation. If you have specific needs or limitations, please don’t hesitate to contact us. We are tornado shelter
specialists and we can offer custom engineered solutions for customers with specific needs or requests.
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SECRET ROOM FRAMED
INTO THE HOUSE

1/4” STEEL

NadoSafe is a handicap accessible, air tight safe
room, tornado shelter that includes an NBC Air
Filtration System in case of nuclear fallout. This
shelter can either be framed into a new home or the
smaller models can be easily bolted down inside
the garage. NadoSafe comes in 1-8 person models
and have optional folding down beds or couches installed in them per the customer’s request.

SIZE SHOWN IN PHOTOS IS 8’ x 12’

NadoSafe is made of 1/4” steel with 1/2” x 3” flat
bar for structural support. This shelter can serve
as a gun vault, tornado shelter, fallout shelter,
panic room, or just that secret room you’ve always
dreamed of. NadoSafe is the least expensive hardened shelter in the world with a starting price under $10,000 that also includes an NBC Air Filtration
System. It’s designed for a maximum of 30 days
survivability. Optional bed or couch $575 each.
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BOMB SHELTER

TORNADO SHELTER

SAFE ROOM

GUN STORAGE

HANDICAP ACCESSIBLE

WE OFFER 100%
FINANCING TO
QUALIFIED BUYERS!

STARTING AS LOW AS

$9,999

LIFTING EYES
AIR TIGHT DOOR

FOLDABLE
BUNKS
NBC AIR
FILTRATION
SYSTEM

WATER
BARREL

EMERGENCY AIR
HATCH
FOLDABLE
COUCH

DRY FLUSH
TOILET

5’ x 7’

8’ x 10’

8’ x 12’

8’ x 16’

8’ x 20’

$9,999

$17,999

$21,999

$29,999

$34,999

DO YOU NEED CUSTOMIZATIONS?
Although NadoSafe comes in 5 standard sizes, the shelter is highly customizable and it offers a number of upgrades to suit
every need and situation. If you have specific needs or limitations, please don’t hesitate to contact us. We are tornado shelter
specialists and we can offer custom engineered solutions for customers with specific needs or requests.
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STARTING AS LOW AS

$3,499

NadoPod above ground tornado
shelter is our most practical shelter
for a family of 4 or less. With weldedin seating on both sides of our cylindrical shape, you and your pets can
find protection from tornadoes of
EF5 strength (250+ MPH winds). This
shelter is made of 3/16” steel with
a 2’ x 5’ entry door with 6 connection points to meet FEMA guidelines.
Even with the door locked, there
is an ample supply of air through
vents that are cut in above the door.
It’s designed to bolt down inside the
garage using 12 special concrete
anchor bolts. NadoPod comes in a
tan powder-coated finish as shown
above. Dimensions are 50” wide by 6’
tall. Shipping weight is 995 pounds.
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TORNADO SHELTER

STARTING AS LOW AS

$6,999

3/16” STEEL

FireNado is a secret underground
storage space with a solid steel hatch
for individuals to protect their valuables
from natural disasters or theives. This
shelter is not designed for human use,
so it will not include an NBC Air Filtration
system or beds. It comes in five sizes
and prices start at only $6,999. You
can upgrade to a 2 or 3 hour rated fire
hatch at an additional cost to protect
the valuables from wildfires.

STORE YOUR
VALUABLE ITEMS

NON-SLIP ENTRY
LADDER

3’ x 3’
HATCH

6’ x 6’

6’ x 8’

8’ x 8’

$6,999

$8,999

$10,999

8’ x 10’

8’ x 12’

$12,999

$14,999

FIRE SHELTER

GUN STORAGE

FireNado is installed under the house
with the hatch normally in a closet.
Contractors will need to set the shelter
before pouring their slabs. Custom
models can be retrofitted into an
existing garage.

WINE CELLAR
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GALVANIZED CULVERT
BLAST SHELTERS
NO ECHO
INSIDE

ESCAPE
TUNNEL

GAS TIGHT
INTERIOR
DOOR
MASTER BEDROOM

6” AIR INTAKE PIPES
HOT DIPPED GALVANIZED
TAMPER-PROOF AIR PIPES
(SO SECRET WE CAN’T SHOW YOU)

HOT DIPPED GALVANIZED STAIRS

3/8” THICK STEEL BULKHEAD

Galvanized corrugated pipe shelters have been around since WWI. During WWII, they were
called Anderson Shelters and were widely distributed throughout the US and the UK, and many
are still in the ground today. The shelters that we produce may be of the same material on the
outside, but the interiors and air systems have drastically changed.
The culvert shelter we produce today feels more like a
home than a bomb shelter, with luxurious interiors
that have walk-in showers, master bedrooms, full
kitchens, and living rooms, you would think they
were New York apartments, not modern luxury bomb
shelters. Massive amount of under floor storage,
mud rooms with decontamination showers, nuclear
blast hatches, and air-tight doors is what is standard
today. Made of 12-gauge galvanized culvert pipe with
a life expectancy from 100-200 years, our shelters
include an NBC Air Filtration System that have easy to
use manual cranks. If you want a shelter that is quiet
inside with no echo, then you absolutely want to get
a shelter made of corrugated pipe. Culvert shelters
are not designed for areas with a high water table.
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BOMB SHELTER

TORNADO SHELTER FALLOUT SHELTER

GUN STORAGE

WINE CELLAR

END VIEW SHOWN

THE BACKYARD BUNKER
10’ x 20’

$61,999
-$15,000
$46,999

SHOW
SPECIAL

10’ x 26’

$74,999

STANDARD 36” UNDER
FLOOR STORAGE

THE CONDO
10’ x 35’

$89,999
MODEL A
10’ x 51’

$109,999
HILLSIDE RETREAT
10’ x 51’

$119,999

DO YOU NEED CUSTOMIZATIONS?
Although these models come in 5 standard sizes, the shelter is highly customizable and it offers a number of upgrades to suit
every need and situation. If you have specific needs or limitations, please don’t hesitate to contact us. We are tornado shelter
specialists and we can offer custom engineered solutions for customers with specific needs or requests.
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MODULAR SQUARE
FALLOUT SHELTERS
2 GAS TIGHT
INTERIOR DOORS

OPTIONAL
GENERATOR ROOM

1/4” STEEL

3/8” THICK AR500
BULLETPROOF HATCH

6” STRUCTURAL
CHANNEL
MUD ROOM WITH
DECONTAMINATION
SHOWER

L SHAPED 90° ENTRANCE
TO ATTENUATE GAMMA
RADIATION

2 GAS TIGHT
INTERIOR DOORS
24” OF UNDER FLOOR
STORAGE (OPTIONAL)
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BOMB SHELTER

TORNADO SHELTER FALLOUT SHELTER

GUN STORAGE

WINE CELLAR

MINI
8’ x 12’

$48,999

10’ x 20’

BEAUTIFUL INTERIORS CAN BE ADDED

$64,999

10’ x 30’

$87,999

10’ x 40’

$109,999

10’ x 50’

$144,999
STANDARD ATLAS QUALITY

All our underground shelters are sandblasted before we apply a Coal Tar
coating on the exterior and an automotive primer on the interior to prevent
your shelter from rusting and giving you years of protection and service. All our
air pipes are hot dipped galvanized as well to give you a lifetime without rust.

DO YOU NEED CUSTOMIZATIONS?
Although these models come in 5 standard sizes, the shelter is highly customizable and it offers a number of upgrades to suit
every need and situation. If you have specific needs or limitations, please don’t hesitate to contact us. We are tornado shelter
specialists and we can offer custom engineered solutions for customers with specific needs or requests.
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PORTABLE NBC PROTECTION SYSTEM

$9,999
The LSS-80 is a complete
Nuclear, Biological and Chemical (NBC) Protection System
designed for use at home or at
the office. The LSS-80 provides
a safe protected space for a
maximum of 6 persons for an
extended period of time.
The LSS-80 Protection System
comprises a Protective Tent
with overhead rope supports
and a Filter-Blower Unit provided with an effective Nuclear,
Biological and Chemical Filter.

DEPLOYED AS SHOWN: 8’2” x 12’2” x 6’11”

CASE IS INCLUDED

RADIATION BELT $3,599
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The entry to the Protective Tent is through a zippered lock chamber to prevent the loss of positive pressure in the Protective
Tent when using the entryway. The system Filter-Blower Unit LSS-FBU is powered by an electric motor and equipped with a manual
hand crank back-up drive easily operable by one person. Additional features of the Filter-Blower Unit are a Pre-filter for removal of
coarse particles from the intake air, and an Emergency Light functional in manual operation. Biological and Chemical Protection System can be made fully operational in less than 15 minutes.

SHELTER KITS
STARTING AS LOW AS

$21,999

8’ CEILINGS

OPTIONAL
BALLISTIC DOOR
7 PSI RATING

The DIY shelter kit is the perfect answer for
those homes that have a backyard that can’t
be reached with a pre-manufactured steel
shelter. Shelter kits come in 8’8”, 10’, 12’ and
14’ widths by 20’ length is the standard. Our
crew can assemble the entire shelter on your
job site or we can supply the shelter as a kit for
do-it-yourselfers (as shown below). Go to our
website for more information on DIY kits.

STANDARD ROOF
ENTRY

DIY KITS ARE AVAILABLE

36” OF EARTH
12”+ CEILING
10” FLOOR

STEEL BEAM REINFORCEMENT
What sets this system apart is the integrated design & manufacture process that decreases the cost & build time while increasing
the strength & features. The engineered wide flange steel beam trusses allow you to pour the concrete ceiling without erecting
temporary cribbing. The steel trusses stay embedded in the concrete, giving additional strength over what rebar normally provides.
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NADO SERIES AIR SYSTEMS
Shown is our Nado Series air
filtration system. This simple
system is wired for 110 volt
and also includes a manual
override in case power is
lost. The entire system is
nicely tucked away in its own
housing and once opened, you
will connect all the air pipes
to the directed connections.
This simple air system is
common throughout certain
countries and is mandatory in
apartments through much of
the middle east. Atlas Survival
Shelters has adapted this
simple but proven technology
to its small class of nuclear
fallout shelters. The system
will work properly even after
an EMP with the manual bellow
that’s included in all systems.
This Israeli system can be
easily adapted to an existing
home as long as the room that
it is installed in can be made air
tight. This system is designed
for chemical, biological, and
nuclear attacks. Replacement
filters are available upon
request.
SOLD SEPARATELY

$3,499
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NBC AIR FILTRATION SYSTEMS

ATLAS SHELTER AIR SYSTEMS
Shown is the our Swissmade VA150 NBC Air Filtration
System. This military grade
air system is installed in all
the large Atlas Survival Shelter
models. The air system is
wired in 110 volt for the USA, or
per your requirements outside
of the USA. In case power is
lost, this system has a manual
crank to keep over pressure
in the shelter. The manual
crank is so easy to operate a 6
year old girl with one arm can
operate it.
This system is extremely quiet
and moves 177 cubic feet of
air per minute of unfiltered air
or 88 cubic feet per minute of
filtered air. An over pressure
blast valve is included with all
systems with a 30 PSI rating.
The way an over pressure blast
valve works is if a blast occurs,
the over pressure blast valve
will close due to the exteriror
pressure caused by the blast.
The valve will close for the
brief second the high PSI goes
above 1 PSI. This valve will
close if any exterior matter
tries to enter the shelter.
SOLD SEPARATELY

$8,499
NBC AIR FILTRATION SYSTEMS
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“Get ready,” all built into the home shelters will soon be a part of
the average custom home. They are already in every single home in a
few countries like Israel, Switzerland, Finland and Singapore because it’s
the building code. With a world full of terrorists and mad men with nukes,
who unfortunately all hate the United States & our allies, we must protect
ourselves and our families since our government won’t. Aside from nuclear
threats from abroad and terrorist attacks, we also live with daily natural
disasters that threaten us even more commonly now it seems. Tornadoes,
hurricanes, earthquakes, and wildfires seem to dominate the evening news
now, along with mass shootings and threats from North Korea & Iran. Most
custom home builders agree that most of their clients are requesting secret
safe rooms like we produce at Atlas Survival Shelters. Builders agree that
$20,000 is not a large investment into a high-end spec house to give your
home that WOW factor and offer your clients the protection they desire.
There is only one answer or solution to all these threats, and it’s an ALL
DISASTER SHELTER! Atlas Survival Shelters designs and manufactures
over 20 styles of protective shelters (as shown below) to answer both
the threats that you worry about, but within your budget & taste. Atlas
Survival Shelters builds shelters from the most simple inexpensive shelter
for the garage up to luxury underground bomb shelters for the affluent.
With prices from $3,499 for our least expensive tornado shelter for your
garage to millions for our deluxe hardened concrete underground bunker
with a swimming pool and a bowling alley, we will work with you to fit
your family in a shelter that meets your needs and is a compliment to your
home’s value. Keep in mind that several of our shelters will double as a
multi-functional space like a natural climate controlled wine cellar to a nice
secretly hidden underground gun room. You are investing in an upgrade to
your new home or adding value to your existing home.

CULVERT

BOMBNADO

ROUND SMOOTH

MULTI-PLATE

GARNADO

ROUND CULVERT

WATER TIGHT

NADOSAFE

MODULAR

MONOLITHIC

NADOPOD

HEX

WORLD HEADQUARTERS LOCATED IN TEXAS, USA

MILITARY

FIRENADO

QUONSET

AtlasSurvivalShelters.com

1 (855) 4-BUNKER

DEALERS WANTED
200 CMH Road | Sulphur Springs, TX 75483

MODULAR

DRIVE-IN

WINENADO

DIY KITS

ARCH

HEX

